We propose a method to improve traditional character-based PPM text compression algorithm [1] for natural languages. Consider a text file as a sequence of alternating words and non-words, the basic idea of our algorithm is to encode nonwords and prefixes of words using character-based context models and encode suffixes of words using dictionary models. By using dictionary models, the algorithm can encode multiple characters as a whole, and thus enhance the compression efficiency. The advantages of the proposed algorithm are: 1) it does not require any text preprocessing; 2) it does not need any explicit codeword to identify switch between context and dictionary models; 3) it can be applied to any character-based PPM algorithms without incurring much additional computational cost. Details about the algorithm are described below.
I. Combining Character-Based Context Models and Dictionary Models. Let C be the alphabet of all characters in the text to be compressed. Consider the text as a sequence of alternating words and non-words, and let M ⊂ C and N ⊂ C denote two subsets of characters for words and non-words, respectively. Note that M ∪ N = C and M ∩ N = Ø. Express a word with n characters as c 1 c 2 · · · c n , c i ∈ M, and define prefix as the first k characters c 1 · · · c k and suffix as the remaining n − k ones c k+1 · · · c n . In addition to traditional character-based PPM context models, we introduce dictionary models denoted by D. Each dictionary model includes three parts: a common prefix P , a list of strings W i that are suffixes of words with prefix P , and corresponding counts C i . For example, if k = 3 then "infer" and "information" belong to the same dictionary where P ="inf", W 1 ="er" and W 2 ="ormation".
Dictionary models are combined with context models to estimate the probability of occurrence of character(s). For characters in non-words and prefixes of words, probabilities of occurrence are estimated by context models on character basis. Once prefix of a word is encoded, we find dictionary model associated with this prefix and then estimate the probability of occurrence of the suffix. Estimated probabilities are then translated into binary sequences using algorithmic coding. At the beginning of encoding/decoding, both context models and dictionary models are empty. After a character is encoded, corresponding context model is updated. After a word is encoded, corresponding dictionary model is updated. Sometimes a word can be prefix of another word (e.g., "let" can be either a word or prefix of "lettuce"). To avoid this confusion, we introduce an exclusion mechanism: after a word is encoded/decoded, if it is a prefix of a dictionary, this dictionary is discarded and this prefix is put in a "blacklist" denoted by B. During encoding/decoding, if a prefix is in the "blacklist", encoder/decoder skip dictionary model and use context model directly.
II. Encoding/Decoding Algorithms. One of the advantages of the proposed algorithm is that it does not require explicit codeword to indicate the switch between context and dictionary models. To do so, we use finite state machine (FSM) to control the switch. For both encoder and decoder there are 3 states: S 0 , S 1 and S 2 .The encoding process starts at S 0 , and the state transition rules are as follows:
• At S 0 : Encode the next character c using context models. If c ∈ M, assign c to an empty string P and move to S 1 ; otherwise stay at S 0 . • At S 1 : Encode the next character c using context models. If c ∈ M, go to S 0 . If c ∈ M, append c to P . If the length of P is k: encode characters in W using context models and move to S 0 if P ∈ B; or move to S 2 if P ∈ B. • At S 2 : Read consecutive characters that belong to M, i.e. suffix of current word, denoted by W . If a dictionary D associated with P is found and W exists in D, encode W using dictionary model D. Otherwise, encode an escape code using dictionary model D and characters in W using context models. The probabilities of W i and escape are calculated by Prob(W i ) = C i /(1 + Wj ∈D C j ) and Prob(escape) = 1/(1 + Wi∈D C i ), respectively. Move to S 0 . Decoding algorithm also involves three states, but is not presented here due to limited space. Readers please refer to [3] .
III. Performance Evaluation. We implemented PPMC encoder/decoder as described in [2] , and further developed our algorithm based on PPMC. Experimental results show that our algorithm leads to significant performance improvements in terms of compression efficiency: 16.3% and 6.3% gains are achieved over PPMC for order-2 and order-3, respectively. For detailed test results as well as complexity analysis, please refer to [3] .
